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This paper intnxiuces the permuadtion voltage graph car struction, which is a generalization of 
Gross’s ordinary voltage graph co:lstruction. It is shown thrtt every covering of a given graph 
arises from some permutation voIt:lge assignment in a syn cl-tetric group and that every regular 
covering (in thl: tqologicai sense) arises from some ordinary vohage assignment. 7Acse results 
are related to l;raph imbedding theory. It is demonstrated that the relationship of permu!ation 
voltages to ordinary v&ages is analogous to the relationship of Schreier coset graphs to Cayley 
graphs. 

1. Introduction 

This paper intrcAduces the permutaticn voltage graph constructior:, a further 
refinement of the “ordinary” voltage graph theory of Gross [4]. The main result is 
that permutation voltqes permit the construction of every covering space of a 
given base graph, while ordinary voItBges permit only what topologists cat1 
*“reguiar” covering spaces. A npropriate definitions and illustrative examples, are 
provided. 

Voltage graph theory is dual to the topcrlogrcz! current graph theory of Gross and 
Alpert [S, 21, which is a means for constructing imbeddings of graphs in surfaces 
using branched and unbranched coveringr,. That theory generalizes the combinator- 
iaf current graph method of Gustin f7j for obtaining Cayley graph imlbeddings. 
Gustin”s method was used by Ringet, YouugsI Terry, and WeIch (see [ 111) to solve 
the Heawood m+c~loring problem. Gross ahd Tucker [6] have reconsidered this 
solution from the voltage graph viewpoint. 

Section 2 of this paper distinguisha, “regular” coverings from “irregular” 
coverings of graphs. See tion 3 gives the permutation voltage graph construction and 
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shows that it ieads to all covlerings, while Section 4 shows that the ordinary voltage 
raph construction leads only to “regular” coverings. Section 5 tells the relationship 

of all of this to Cayley g:ayhs and Schreier coset graphs, which are identified as 
connected covering spaces of bouquets of circles, while Section 6 tells briefly p.hat it 

do with graph imbeddings. 
et authors apologize for elsewhere citing their results here under the less 

ppropriate title “Generating all graph coverings by voltage distributions”. 

2. Cavering spaces of graphs 

The definitions in this section are chosen for their convenience in applying our 
ieal methods to graph theory. 

A gruph has finitely many vertices and cdgcs, possibly including multiple 
adjacencies or self-adjacencies. It is directed if each edge (even a self adjacency) has 
a preferred direction. 

A graph mupf:K -+ L is a continuous function that maps the interior af each 
edge of K homeomsrphically onto the intetior of an edge of B, (sa that f maps 
vertices to vertices). If K and L are both &rected graphs and f preserves the 
direction on every edge, then f is called dirt~tion preservirsg. 

Let 1, be a connected graph. A graph map f : K -+ L is c:9led #a covering if every 
vertex of K has a neighborhood on whkh the restriction of f is 2, homeomatphism. 
Then 1’( 5s calted a covering space and I, is called the base space for f or a quatient 
of K. Because of our definition of graph map and because K and L are compact, 
these definitions agree with the usual ones of topology, except we do not insist that 
K be connected. 

The direction preserving graph map p : K + t of Fig. 1 
vertical motion and defined by “erasure of subscripts” 
p(k) = k, for exampk) is a covering. 

indicated by da w :Iward 
(so that p(u,)=l u and 



We observe in Fig. 1 that each vertex of L, has three vertices in rts preimage and 

that erich edge of L has three edges in its preimagi:. This ilfustrates a general fact 

about coverings (whose proof follows from Lemma 3.4 of Chapter S of Massey [IO]. 

for exampie). 
Fuct 1. Let f : K -+ L be 8 graph covering. Then there is a number n such that 

very vertex 1~ of l. and every edge I of L, have IV vertices and rr edges in their 
respective inverse images, f’ ‘(u) and f-‘(l). We cali f an n-sheeted covering. 

The difference between t?e coverings derived from ordinary voltage assignments 
and those from permutakn v&age assignments is related ta certain groups of 
autamorphisms which we now describe. 

Let K be a graph Etnd let G be a group such that for each g E G there 2~ a graph 
isomorphism q8 : K -* K and the foflowing three conditions hold: 

(i) If e is the group identity, then cpc 
(ii) For all g, h E G, qnh = i, 0 ph. 

: K - K is the identity isomorphism. 

(iii) For any group element gf e, there is no vertex v of K such that ~~(0) = o 
and no edge k such that qK (k) = k. 
Then we say the group C; acts freely on (the left of> the graph K. Usually, the full 
autamorphism group of a graph does not act freely on the graph. 

Let p : K -+ 1, be an n-*sheeted graph covering and let G be a group of order n 
which acts freely on K s,uch that these two conditions hold: 

(i) For any two vertices ul and uz of K such that p(ul) = p(uJ, there is a group 
element g such that apR @) = u2. 

(ii) For any t YO edges kI and k2 of K such that y(kJ = p(k,). there is a group 
element h such that ph (kt) = kz. 
Then p : K -+ L is called a regular coveting, and G is called the covering 

Ciransfmwiation grmp for p : K -+ L. 
The covering of F+. ‘0 I cannolt be regular because no automorphism of K could 

map li3 to ld2. Fig. 2 ifluztrates a regular covering, defined once again by erasure of 
subscripts and direc Zion ,pieservation. 
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In IFig. 2, the covering graph is the Kuratowski graph & and the base graph is the 
bouqluet of two circles. (The bouquet of n circles is the graph with me vertex and n 
edges.) The covering transformation group is the cyclic group &, where p, rotates 
the displayed copy of Ks 27rr/5 radians clockwise. 

3. The permutation voltage graph constructicbn 

Let & denote the symmetric group on the integers 1,. . . . PI. A permutation 
voltage assignment in X,, for a directed graph K is a function p that assigns to each 
edge of K a permutation in 2,. The pair (K, p) is called a permutation voltage graph. 

To such a permutation voltage graph (K, p) a derived graph KB is associated as 
follows. Its vertex set is the Cartesian product V x (1, + . . , n) ulnd its edge set the 
Cartesian product E x { 1, . . . , n), where V and E are the vertex and edge sets, 
respectively of K. For convenience, vertices of KB are written vi rather than (v, i) 
and edges are written ki rather than (k, j). If the edge k of K runs from vertex u to 
vertex u, then the edge kl of KB runs from vertex u/ to vertex vm(iTs where n is the 
permutation assigned by the functions p to the edge k, i.e. v = p(k). 

To such a permutation voltage graph (K, ,Fs), there is also associated a direction 
preserving graph map p : P + K called the rz~turulprojection defined by the rules 
~(v&=v andp(&j)=k,for i,j=l,..., n. 

Exampk 1, In Fig. 1, let p be a permutation voltage assignment %;n the graph L in 
the symmetric group &, defined in cycle notation by p(k)? (12)(3), 13(I) =- 

(l)(2)(3)* and PI m ) = (1)(23). Then the graph K of Fig. 1. is isomorphic to the 
derived graph L? 

Exzmpie 2. In Fig. 2, let p be a permutation voltage assignment on the graph L in 
the symmetric group & defined by /3(k) = (12345) and p(t) = (13524). 

Theorems 1 and 2 indicate the absolute connection between permutation voltage 
graphs and covering spaces suggested by Examples 1 and 2. Fact 2 below is also 
important. 

Theorem 1. 7%e natural projection p : K” + K associated with a permutation 
voltage graph (K, p) is a covering. (Possibly KB has several components.) 

Proof. This is a straightforward exercise in applying the definiticsns of derived 
graph and covering, so details are omitted. 

Theorem 2. Let px -p K b a graph map which is topolog-icalijt an n-sheeted 
coveting. Then there is as1 assignment @ ctf voftages in the symmetric group & on K 
such &at the derived gra,vh A? is isomorphic .ttp If. 
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Proof. First assign direction to K and g so that p is direction preserving. Then for 
each vertex u of K, label the n vertices of the preimage p-‘(u) in any way as 

Ul, . . . . u,. If k is an edge originating at u and terminating at v, then its preimage 
p’-‘(k) is a family of n edges, one originating at each of the vertices u, and one 
terminating at each of the vertices vj, because the covering p is a local 
homeomorphism. The edge originating at Ui is labelled k,, and if the terminal point 
of k, is vi, define n(i) = j, so that 7~ permutes the indices I,. . . , n, and define 

NO= 7~ The labelling of R specifies the isomorphism R --* K@. 
Fact 2. If p : It -+ K is a graph covering, then its restriction to any component 

of k is also a covering. {This general fact fol!cwc immediately from our definition 
of graph covering.) 

4. The ordinary voltage graph construction 

Let K be a directed graph and G a group. A t&age assignment in G for K is a 
function /3 that assigns to each edge k of # a group element P(k)E G called the 
v&age on k. rhe pair (K, p) is called an ordinary wltuge graph. (Elsewhere it 
might be calkd a ‘*reduced voltage graph” to emphasize its independence of 
imbeddings or simply a “vo?tage graph”. At the moment, we must distinguish it 
from a permtftation voltage graph.) 

In order, to Bbtain the notational advantage of a left action of the voltage group, 
we define the ‘derived graph” K” slightly differently from elsewhere. This section 
contrasts the <\rdinary voltage graph construction with the permutation voltage 
graph construct;on. 

To an ordinary voltage graph (K, p) with voltages in a group G, a derived grirph 
KB is associated as follows. Its vertex set and edge set are the Cartesian products 
VxGandExG, respectivefy, where V and E are th(: vertex set and edge set, 
respectively, of the grapt, K. It is convenient to denote a vertex of KB as v8 rather 
than (v, g) and to denote an 2d,oe as kk rather than (k, h). If the edge k of K runs 
from vertex u to vertex v, then the edge k, of k@ runs from vertex uh to vertex VU, 

where ,b = /3(k). 
The direction .preserving graph map p : KB -+ K defined by the rules p( v, ) =; v 

and p(kl, ) E= k is called the ntr&md pr@Wicln. 

W%ming. When fi assigns voltages to a graph K in a symmetric group S,, it is 
absolutely necessary to specify whether (K, p) is an ordinary voltage graph or a 
permutatiun voltage graph, becaus, * the number of sheets of the ordinary derived 

covering graph KB equals the order of the group P, whereas the number of sheets 
of the petmutation derived covering graph K b equals the number of permuted 

obj~ts. That is9 the orWary detived graph K re is an n!-sheeted covering space of 

.K while the permutntioll defivf;d graph K” is only an n-sheeted covering space 

Qf g. 



Theorems 3 and 4 are analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 of Section 3. 

Theorem 3. The natural projectim p : K’ - K associated with an ordinary voltage 

raph (K, /3) with voltages in a group G of order n is a regular n-sheeted covering 
ibfy with several components). 

Pnxd. The proof of Theorem 3 is just like that of Theorem 1, an exercise in 
applying definitions. 

Relaark. Theorem 1 of Alpert and Gross [l] shows Iwith an isotropy group 
argument that the components of an ordinary derived graph KB are mutuatly 
isomorphic. 

Theorem 4. Let Q : R -+ K be a graph map whicfz is topologically a regular 
n-sheeted covering with transformation group G. Their there is an assignment p of 
voltages in G on K such tha; the derived graph K” is a‘somorphic to R. 

Proof. First assign directions to R and K so that p is direction preserving. Then, 
for each vertex u of K, label one vertex of the preimage p-“(u) 81s wo, where e is the 
group identity and next, for all g E G, label tllle vertex (pg(wc) as g,. NOW we may 
label ed;ges. If k is an edge in K from u to v, let k, be the unique edge in p-‘(k) 
with Ntial vertex u,, for all g E (2. Then we observe that for all h E 43, 
(ok (k, ) = k,,. If the terminal vertex of k, is vb, we assign voltage b to edge k, that is, 
@(k ) z= k. To show that this iirbelling of g really specifies an &morphism K -+ K” 
we must show for all g E G that k, runs from U, to IQ,. But U, is the initial vertex af 
k, by definition, and since k, = q,(k,), its terminal vertex must be the image 

t&h = qpg (ran) of the terminal vertex of kc,. 
Since the permutation voltage graph construction looks different from the 

ordinary voltage graph construction, it is appropriate to further explain why it is a 
generalization. 

Given a group G and a subgroup H, we could talk of a v&age assignment /3 on a 
directed graph K in 6 relative to H. The: values of p are again in G, but the derived 
graph 4XB is constructed as folfo--vs. The vertex set of .K* is the Cartesian product 
t’ x {HI*. ..) N,) whlese H = r;l,, Hz,. . . + Wn are the right cosets of H’ in (3. The 
etfge set of Kp is E :K d[H lr., . , I!&,}+ (V and E are the vertex and edge sets of K.) If 
the edge k of K runs from u to v, then the edge (k, Hi) of K@ runs from (v, H)) to 
fu, H,b), where b = p(k). 

Using the fact that CI acts as a permutation group on the right cosets of H, it is 
dear that the relative voltage graph (K, @) might equally well. be regarded as a 
permutation voltage graph. That is, we eoutd imbed the permutation &ion lcrf a on 

e n right cosets of H in the symmetric group XW. 
conversely, if /3 is a permutation voltage assignment in the symt~tric gr~pp & 

irected graph K, tet H be the subgru~~p of permutations which keeps tbti 
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symbor 1 fixed. Then 
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H,H(l 2), H(1 3),. . ., H(I n) 

are the right cosets r~f H, where (1 2), . . . , (I n ) are transpositions, and they behave 
the same under right multWs,-.5n by an element 7~ of & as the symbols 1,2,. . . , n 
under the action of W. 

Remark. 4 voltage assignment p for a directed graph K in a group G relative to a 
subgroup H generates a regular covering p : KB --) K if and only if H is a normal 
subgroup of G. 

ii. On Cayleg graphs and Schreier coset graphs 

To a finite group G presented by generators g,, . . . , g, and some relators, we 
associate the (right) cl’ayk): (c&r) graph K(G) a! follows. For each element h of G 
there is oae v~tex of K(G j labelled by h. For e.qch generator gx and each h E G 
Sere is an uriznted edge fabelied g1 from the vertex h fo the vertex hg,, and every 
edge of K(G) arises in this way. The reader is referred to W’fiite [ 121 for more 
details on Cayley graphs. 

Theorem 5. The cr,n-netted graph K is a Cqky graph for some group G if and only 
if there is a vgular mwing p : K -* B wh:ere B is a bouquet of circles. 

Proof. The abcbve definition of K(G) for a group G with generators g,, . . . , g, is 
precisely the derived group associated with the voltage assignment on the bouquet 
of s circles k ], . . . , k, given by /3&j = g,. The theorem therl follows directky from 
Theorems 3 and 4. 

The characterization of c’t;y!ey _eraphs given here should be compzied with that 
in Magnus, Karmas, and Solitar (Theorerl: 1.6 in [9]) and Jacques [8]. In particular, 
Theorem S is latent within the former, even il* it is not explicitly stated. 

Warning, Unfortunatel-j, it is nor rhe case that the samposition of rlegular 
coverings is $8 regular coveting Thus, if p : K -+ L is a regular covering and L is a 

Cayiey graph QXX~ is no guarantee that K is also a Cayiey graph. For example, let 
p : K + f, be *t be 2-sheeted cover&; given in Fig. ,7 where .L is the Cay ;ey graph for 
the group generated by g,,, gr with relator:; g: = 1, g2 = I. Since the ordinary and 

permutation graph constructions coincide when assignments are in &, the covering 

p is rqpk~. However, i!! K were a Cayley graph for some presented group G, th:: 
loop at ul indicates that one of the generaturs given for G is the identity; hencr:,, 
there &W&I @,e w loop based a’$ every vertex of K, but there is not. 

fmegu#ar ~~Y~~II~~ of a bouquet of circles have an interpretation sitnilar to that 



K 

P 
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Fig. 3. The composition of regular cmerings need not be a regular cwering. 

for regular coverings. The (right) Schreier cosel graph K(G, ,H) for a subgroup H of 
a group G given generators g,, . . . , g, for G is defined as folIows. For each right 
cmet El,, i = I,, . . , n, of H there is one vertex of K(G, H) labelled by H,. For each 
generator g, und coset Hi there is an edge from Hi to W,gi labelled by gj, and all 
edges arise in this way (again, see White [ 121). 

Theorem 6. A connected graph K is a Schreier coset graph if and onfy ijf there is a 
couering p : K -+ E?, where B is a bouquet of circles. 

Proof. The Schreier coset graph for a subgroup N of G given generator!!; gl, . . . , g, 
for G is the derived graph associated with the voltage assignment @ on th,e bouquet 
of s circles k I, . . . , k, in G relative to H given by /3(ki) = gr, The theorem follows 
from the remarks at the end of Section 4 and Theorems 1 and 2. 

The composition of coverings is a covering; thus, any connected graph that 
covers a Schreier coset graph is itsetf a Schreier coset graph. The first author [3] has 
recently obtained a surprisingly simple characterization of these graphs using 
Theorem 6: a connected graph is a Schreier coset graph if and only if it is regular 
(i.e. every vertex has the same degree) of even degree. 

. L~~~~j~~ graph imbeddings 

raph covering map. Su pose K is imbe ded in a srltrface $. It 
be nice to find a surface s and an imbe in 5 so that p err tends to a 



covering S --+ S (a covering 1 x surfaces is defined here by the same property as that 
used for graphs: its restriction to small enough neighborhoods is a homeomotph- 
km). In general, this is not possible. For example, let k and K both be the circle 
(z : f z I= 1) in the compkx plane, su& ahat K has the one veirtex (1, 0) and Ez’ has 
two vertices (:k: 1,O). Then the inap a(r) = z2 is defined on thle extended plane (i.e. 
the a-sphere) and its restriction to k is a &sheeted covering onto K. However, p is 
trot a homeomorphism on any neighborhood qf the origin or :mn; in fact, there is no 
imbedding of g in any surface such that the restriction of Q to R extends to a 
covering of K imbedded I:r the 2msphere. For this reason, it is necessary to 
generahze the notion of a covering. A continuous map ia : 3 + S is called a 
6runched coverdng: if p is onI:> and there is a finite set of points X (brunch points) in 
S such that p restricted to s -- p-‘1 X) is a covering onto S - X. The above example, 
p(r) = E“, l’or d a positive integer, is the canonical Izxample of a branched covering. 
Indeed, this concept of branched covering origirlated in the study of Riemann 
surfaces (sr:e R.H. Fox [2]). 

Theorenn 3. &r/2 : k -+ K be a graph cowring rn~p, and supple K is imbedded in a 
surface S so ihIlt S - K is a &e&on of open 2-cells (the imbedding is cellular). 
Then there is a unique surface +!? and cellular imbedding of R in s such that p extends 
tu Q branched covering s -+ S. 

pro& Let c be an oriented circuit rhat forms the boundary of one of the 2-cell 
regions D determined by K in S. Then p”(C) is a collection of circuits in R. Since 
the RW&CT of ckuits in p-‘(C) will be of great importance in determining the 
genus of 3, we describe in detail how these circuits are formed. Let k,, . . . , k,n be 
the oriented edges in order around C beginning at the vertex O. By Theorem 2 
there is a subscripting of :tre vertices in r-‘(u), for each vertex u in K, such that R 
is the derived graph fur scme permutation voltage assignment $ on K. Let 
#3(k)= n;. Consider the vertex o1 in 2. There ;Q, it umque edge in p-‘(k,) whose 
initial vertex is ul* The terminal vertex =ir’ that r;rige is then the initial vertex of a 
unique edge in g-*(k& Contir?r;c in this way around the edges of C. Note that the 
subscript of the ttsrmka1 vertex of the edgle determined in p-‘(k,) is precisely n, 
applied 80 the subscript of the initial vertex. Thus, when we return to o in K, we will 
have arrived at I~Q~ in g where w = ‘pfm Q ILP~ - -0 nl. If r(l)+ 1, continue 
around C? again. Let d be the smallest positive integer sun:h that ~~(1) = 1 (the 
number of sym&ois in thqPcycte of 7r containing 1). We will have to travel around C . . 
exactly ,d times to return to .I P l and complete the circuit in I& Mow choose a 
subscript i not in the cy& of v containing 1 and repeat the process to form another 
circuit, Ijegin&g at ur. CzMaue until all vertices of p-‘(u) have appeared in some 
circuit rrlC P_ ‘(6). W e notice thi.tt the number of edges in each of these circuits of 
p”“(C) in g is a multi@ of tke number m of edges in the circuit C. 

To a circuit of length dm in F-*(C) attach a 2-cefl 0 having dm sides. NOW p is 
extended to map the interior of 6 onto the interior of the region D by using the 
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canonical example 2 -4 2 d- The pr&e:ss of attach:i.trg 2-cells to R and extending p is 
repeated for every circuit in p’-‘(C) and for all the other 29cell regions of the surface 
S determined by the graph Ii:. Since the r:xtende<d covering p is a homeomorphism 
on small enough neighborhoods of :poiuts r,n K and S is a surface, the resulting 
pace s must also be a surface. Mordeover, no matter what surface g is innbedded 

in, if the extended map p is tco be a branched covering, p-‘(Ls) must be a collection 
af 2~cetis attached to the circuits of o”(cZ) defined above; the construction of S is 
fore4 upon us. Thus, the surface S and the imbedding of the covering graph R in $ 
are unique. 

dark, The number of cells in p-‘(D) above is the number of cycles in the 
rmutation n = 7r, ~~L-~O~ l -0 vl, where nr is the permutation assigned to the ith 

directed edge of the boundasy 011 D. Now suplpose that p is a regular covering 
induced by the ordinary voltage assignment p in the group G on the graph K and 
that /3 assigns the group ‘element gi to the ith directed *:dge of D. Rigist 
multiplication by gi permutes the elements of G;. Let g = glgz * l l g,, and let d be 
the order of g in G. If n is tiiz~ order of the group G, then n/d is the number of 
cycles in the permutation intjuced b:y right multiplication by g. IIence, rt/d is the 
number of cells in a-‘(D j* 

The main interest in Theorem 7 is its USC: in generating imbeddings. Given a 
raph K, imbeddings of K are obtained by imbtedding quotients of K. In [6ft the 

authors illustrate how this method was used by Ftingel, Youngs et al in the solution 
af the Heawood map-coloring problem. Another nice example is given by White’s 
upper bound on the genus of a Cayley graph. If V is the number of vertices, B the 
number of edges, and F the number of 2-cells (or faces) in a 2-cell imbedding of K 
in a surface S, then the Euler characteristic is defined to be x(s) = V - E + F, and 
is independent of the graph K and its imbedding. 

1 - x(S)/Z. 

If S is orientable, its genus is 

Theorem 8 (White [ 133). tit G be CI group of order 
the order of gr is di und the order of glgz l . 8 g, is d8 +t* 
can be imbedded in a surface of genus 1 - PJ(~ - s 

. n generated by g,, . . . , ga w11i~e 
Then the Cayley graph K for G 
-t C;:f r/$)/2. 

Proof. The Cayley grrtph K is the derived graph obtained by assigning voltages 

& *. . . , g, to the s loops of a bouquet B, Imbed B in the 2+phere like a flower so 

that each loop of f? bctvnds a 2-cell containing no other loop of 8. There are $ + I 
faces for the imbedding (s petals and the rest of the 2-sphere). By the remark after 
Theorem 7 the number of faces in the surface for the induced imbrtdditg of K is 
XX; n/d‘. Since K has n vertices and ns edges, the genus of the imbedding surface 
is easily computed to be as claimed. 
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